COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AWARDS RECEPTION 2016

Fallon Theatre 22nd March 5:30 onwards
RECEPTION PROGRAM

Welcome
*Dean Peter Weishar & Dr. Dave Gussak*

Department of Art
*Carolyn Henne*

Department of Art Education
*Dave Gussak*

Department of Art History
*Adam Jolles*

School of Dance
*Joséphine Garibaldi*

Department of Interior Architecture & Design
*Lisa Waxman*

School of Theatre
*Cameron Jackson*

College Awards
*Dean Peter Weishar*

Closing Remarks
*Dean Peter Weishar & Dr. Dave Gussak*

Reception to immediately follow in the lobby
DEPARTMENT OF ART

Berlyn Arnett BA Award
In tribute to Berlyn Arnett, a true renaissance man, who would celebrate the high achieving FSU Art BA students receiving this award.

Sarah Cole
Hadley Knapp
Jordan Williams

Jim Boone Endowed Art Scholarship
Endowed in 2012, the scholarship honors James “Jim” Boone Jr. who passed away in November 2011. Jim earned his education doctorate degree in statistics and research design from FSU in 1977. After retiring, he devoted time to painting and particularly enjoyed developing his own paints using the same methods used centuries ago.

Adrian Errico
Brittany Watkins

Janice Hartwell Scholarship in Printmaking
Emeritus Professor Janice Hartwell joined FSU to teach printmaking in 1969 and made Tallahassee her home. Though retired from teaching, Hartwell remains an active part of our Department, College and University.

Sarah Gottfried

Ann Kirn Scholarship
The first endowed scholarship specific to the Department of Art at FSU, the scholarship honors Professor Kirn, a well-known illustrator of children’s books and fashion illustrator who taught in the Fine Arts Department at FSU from 1944 to 1977.

Diana Augustine
Elton Burgest
Rayna DeReus
Aubrey Finnegan
Danielle LeBlanc
Catherine Liu
Laura O’Connor
Daniel Rodriguez
Courtney Sisko
Holly Weinrauch

Andy McLaughlin Memorial Award
Endowed in 1990 in honor of art student Andy McLaughlin, who died tragically in 1989 before completing his degree from FSU. Andy’s large-scale metal sculptures can still be enjoyed at Railroad Square.

Mary Chong
Gaelin Craighead
Kristina Drespling
Christina Klein
Sharon Norwood

Mary Ola Reynolds Miller Graduate Scholarship in Visual Arts
Endowed by Mary Ola in 2006, the scholarship now honors the memory of this 1937 Florida State College for Women alumna who supported artists and her Panama City community through her volunteer work and her art gallery.

Elise Thompson

Mary Brown Ostlund Scholarship
Named for 1942 Florida State College for Women alumna Mary Brown Ostlund, an art educator, supporter and Florida artist working in pastels, pen, colored pencils, oil and acrylics.

Menika Lue

Adelaide Wilson Fellowship
The Fellows Society Adelaide Wilson Fellowship is Florida State University’s most generous and prestigious university-wide graduate fellowship designed to attract highly competitive Ph.D., J.D., D.N.P., and M.F.A. students.

Rachel Mathes

Florence Teaching Award

Sarita Guillery

Excellent Opportunities Award

Maize Arendsee
Scott Bell
Gaelin Craighead
Angela Merchan
Colleen O’Neill
Lee Anne Steers
Elise Thompson
Christopher Wootton

Area Awards

MFA Award
Scott Bell
Noah Brock

BFA Award
Christopher Watkins

Ceramics
Alissa Mittl

Digital Media
JP Talty

Drawing
Amanda French

Foundations
Kiara Gilbert

Painting
Nate Hendrickson

Photography
Lauren Baker

Printmaking
Lisa Co

Sculpture
Austin Yorke
DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION

Frances E. Anderson Scholarship in Art Therapy
Dr. Anderson is considered one of the pioneers of art therapy, and FSU is proud to consider her part of the FSU Department of Art Education family, having served as Visiting Professor for many summers as well as a Distinguished Lecturer. Dr. Anderson began this annual scholarship to benefit students pursuing a degree in Art Therapy.

Olivia Grace Smith

Frederic Fagnant Scholarship
Mr. Fagnant graduated from FSU in 1961 with a degree in Education. With a lifetime respect for scholarship and a personal love of weaving, Fagnant established an endowment to support Art Education at FSU through his estate plans. This award is made possible by his generosity.

Joany Cabrera

Ivan and Inez Johnson Family Art Education Graduate Scholarship
Honoring the founder of the Department of Art Education at FSU, Dr. Ivan Johnson, and his always supportive wife Inez, the Johnson Family Scholarship is supported by the entire Johnson family who remain active with the Department, College and University.

Rachel Nelms

Jessie Lovano-Kerr and Donald R. Kerr Graduate Scholarship
Both Emeritus Professors with FSU, in Art Education and Psychology respectively, Jessie and Sandy Kerr know the value and the cost of pursuing a Doctorate. In wishing to support the next generation of researchers, professors and practitioners in Art Education, they endowed this scholarship for a Doctoral student in Art Education.

John Boda

Marylou and Ernestine Kuhn Scholarship
Established by Professor Emerita Marylou Kuhn through a bequest, this endowed scholarship supports graduate students in the Department of Art Education. Dr. Marylou Kuhn was on faculty in the Department of Art Education until her retirement.

April Fitzpatrick
Achia Floyd
Franchesca Lastra Vicente
Tiffany Patrick
Juyeon Song
Morgan Szymanski
Hsiu-Chun Yang

DEPARTMENT OF ART HISTORY

Dean's Fellowship
Jennifer Baez
Alexandra Challenger

International Dissertation Semester Research Fellowship
Heather Lundy
Bryan Schaeffer

Helen J. Beard Undergraduate Scholarship for Excellence in the Major
Anna Castellano
Taylor Crosby
Alissa Mittl
Victoria Sunnergren

Helen J. Beard Conference Travel Award
Jennifer Baez
Sarah Buck
Gabriela Germana
Bryan Schaeffer

Legacy Fellowship
Sarah Simmons

Penelope Mason Dissertation Research & Travel Award
Long-time Professor in Art History at FSU, Dr. Mason was perhaps best known for her comprehensive textbook, History of Japanese Art, first published in 1993.

Kristi Peterson

Penelope Mason Dissertation Writing Fellowship
Long-time Professor in Art History at FSU, Dr. Mason was perhaps best known for her comprehensive textbook, History of Japanese Art, first published in 1993.

Jennifer Pride
Bryan Schaeffer

Patricia Rose Department of Art History Teaching Fellowship
Dr. Rose retired in 2002 after teaching for 30 years and serving as Chair of the Art History Department for 17 of those years. Beloved colleague, mentor and teacher, these fellowships are named in her honor.

Amy Bowman
Danila Coppola
Morgan Gunther
Alison Reilly
Emily Thames
Adelaide Wilson Award
The Fellows Society Adelaide Wilson Fellowship is Florida State University’s most generous and prestigious university-wide graduate fellowship designed to attract highly competitive Ph.D., J.D., D.N.P., and M.F.A. students.

Lesley Wolff

I.N. Winbury Award
Presented annually by the graduate students in the department

Master Student:
Sarah Buck

Doctoral Student:
Alexia Lobaina

Dumbarton Oaks Junior Fellowship in Byzantine Studies
This prestigious fellowship is awarded by the Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection in Washington, DC for graduate students working on a dissertation or final project at Dumbarton Oaks under the direction of a faculty member at their own university.

Brad Hostetler

Friends of Art History Dissertation Research Award
Kristi Peterson
Sarah Simmons

Fullbright U.S. Student Program Grant
Carolina Alarcon

University Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award Nominee
Rachel Fesperman

SCHOOL OF DANCE

Dance Alumni Scholarship
School of Dance’s first endowed scholarship, established by dozens of gifts from alums in the 1980’s.

Erika Hand

Nellie-Bond Dickinson & Mary B. Settle Scholarship
Dickinson and Settle were on faculty at Florida State College for Women in the physical education department. Bondie is credited for bringing modern dance to FSU and Tallahassee. Their endowment funds Professional Summer Study Awards for faculty and students.

Olivia Allen
Jacqueline Cannon
Ross Daniel
Taylor Ennen
Rebecca Fitton
Rebecca Krumel
Alexandra Lance
Andre Lumpkin

Sharon Maxwell Ferguson and Howell Ferguson Scholarship
Great supporters of FSU and the arts in general, the Fergusons established this endowed scholarship to support the great work of our dance students.

Heather Boni
Kathleen Ewing
Brooke Rucker
Jamison Unkrich

Aileen Booth Shaw Modern Dance Scholarship
Established through a bequest, this scholarship honors Aileen Shaw who studied Dance with Martha Graham and Denishawn before her lifetime of travels with husband and fellow actor Andrew Barrett Shaw.

Megan Carvajal

Friends of Dance Scholarships
FSU Friends of Dance was established in 1987 to provide direct scholarships for deserving FSU Dance majors, encourage attendance at the School’s various dance events and offer support for the School.

Academic Year Scholarship
Annette Barcelona
MaryRebekah Bartos
Kentoria Earle
Shabria Mosley
Anna Patsfall
Mary Roberts
Jenee Strand
Men's Scholarship
Maxwell Murdock
Julian Cabrera

New Student Scholarship
Jasmine Booker
Janet Cesarotti
Ansley Coots
Bryanna Dean
Claire Georgiadis
Alexandra Jean-Baptiste
Katherine Johnson
Gianna Mercandetti
Misha Michel
Sydney Parker
Ashley Pierre-Louis
Nikole Pittman
Nika Sourakov
Mary Womack

Summer Scholarship
Macie Berry
Megan Carvajal
Kayla McClellan
Alyssa Valazquez
Mikaila Ware
Sarah Wilcoxon

Provost Men's Performance Scholarship
Ross Daniel
Ryan McMullen

University Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award Nominee
Annette Barcelona

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

Ashley Cowie Memorial Scholarship
Ashley Cowie died in a tragic accident in 2011 while still pursuing her BS in Interior Design at FSU. This endowed scholarship was created by her family and friends to honor her memory.

Caroline Fields

DJMT O’Brien Scholarship
Endowed by the O’Brien family in 2000 to pass on their belief in the power of education and importance of philanthropy, as well as financial support.

Undergraduate
Manuela Aguirre
Emily Haynes
Mackenzie Lyon

Graduate
Jennifer Lindner
Anna Osborne

Interior Design Advisory Board Scholarship
The annual scholarship is provided by the members of our Advisory Board, made up of industry professionals who provide intellectual, networking and financial resources to the Department.

Undergraduate
Brian Conlon

Graduate
Mahsa Javaherian

ASID National Portfolio Competition
Semi-Finalist
Kara Shrout

Finalist
Rebecca Thompson

High Point Groovy Stuff Design Competition
Best in Show
Jeremy Sackler

Charrette Winners - The Red Violin
Alexandra Barkow
Arely Cavazos
Rebecca Thompson
Sarah Walstedt
Gensler Scholars
Kathryn Cullen
Jennifer Lindner
Kristen Millican
Anna Osborne

Leadership Award
Undergraduate
Rebecca Thompson

Graduate
Kristen Millican

Kravet Residential Design Competition
Winner
Abby Kern
Cameron Robb

Outstanding Furniture Design Student
Dana Trezek

Outstanding Graduate Student Researchers
Kristen Millican

Outstanding Studio Performances
Second Year:
Caitlin La Tour
Alyssa Queen
Sarah Smith
Zac Stamatis

Third Year:
Breanna Adiano
Karyn Israel
Sarah Kost
Katherine Long

Fourth Year:
Kirsten Fabian
Alexis Moore
Cameron Robb
Emily Swerdloff

Outstanding Teaching Assistant
Austin Gauley

Outstanding Undergraduate Portfolio Award
Mary Johnson
Sarah Rhodes
Lauren Wilson

Retail Institute’s National Student Design Competition
Second Place
Rebecca Thompson

Third Place
Austin Gauley

Trujillo International Student Award
Sofia Bodewig
SCHOOL OF THEATRE

Robert S. Barber Scholarship
Established by Barber in the mid-90’s to support students focused on technical theatre, the endowed scholarship now also serves to honor the memory of FSU alumnus Robert S. Barber. Barber grew up in North Carolina, earned his MFA in Technical Theatre in 1981 from FSU, and went on to found and run BMI Supply, which provides excellent customer service and broad product selection to the entertainment industry.

Emma Handler
George Kielty
Sydney Norris

Ginger Earnest London Scholarship
Established by FSU Theatre alumnus Robb Pruitt in honor of his mother, Ginger Earnest Pruitt who supported his path through the FSU/London Study Center and School of Theatre, so that future students can participate in this excellent and often life-changing experience.

Miranda Paine

Frank and Jo Ann Fain Scholarship
Long-time Theatre Patrons Association members, Frank and Jo Ann established this endowed scholarship to benefit the exceptional students at FSU. In addition to their love of FSU Theatre, Jo Ann is a founding member of Women4FSU while Frank has served FSU on the Boards of the Alumni Association, Seminole Boosters, and FSU Foundation.

Michael Bradley
De’Ja Crumpton
Derek Grose
Marina Marcherone
Akilah Sailers

Richard G. Fallon Scholarship
Richard G. Fallon lived a full life as a husband, father, teacher, administrator, actor of radio and stage, and the Dean Emeritus and Founder of the Florida State University School of Theatre as well as the founder and director of the Asolo State Theatre, which later became the Asolo Repertory Theatre in Sarasota. This scholarship was establish upon his retirement and now serves to honor his memory.

Jeanne Schwenck

Davis Gaines Music Theatre Scholarship
A School of Theatre alumnus from Orlando, Davis is often best known for performing the title role in Phantom of the Opera more than 2,000 times. An avid FSU supporter and Grad Made Good, he has returned dozens of times to work with students and raise funds for the scholarship that bears his name.

Lily Kaufmann
Joey Merendino
Taylor Sherry
Sean Watkinson
Dori Waymer

Mart Pierson Hill and Louis Hill, Sr. Presidential Scholarship
Florida State College for Women alumn Mart Hill is credited as the founder of many organizations at FSU, including the Theatre Patrons Association. In addition to her decades of service to the School of Theatre, she and her late husband Dr. Lou Hill established this endowed scholarship for an exceptional Theatre student.

Kevin Nietzel

Maximilian & Marion Hoffman Scholarship
Established in 1984 by a gift from The Maximilian E. and Marion O. Hoffman Foundation.

Vernisa Allen
Jennie Coutrier
Rebecca Hall
Hannah Katz

Theodore and Barbara Judd Scholarship
The Juuds’ love of theatre can be traced back to Barbara’s upbringing in New Haven, CT. When they retired to Tallahassee, they brought this love along with their great generosity. The Juuds joined the Theatre Patrons Association in 1995, went on to serve two terms as Co- Presidents, and began underwriting scholarships in 2006. Today, the awards honor Ted’s memory and Barbara’s continued service to the School of Theatre and Tallahassee community.

Shane Howell
Macy Lanceta

Howard W. Kessler Scholarship
Howard and his wife Anne Van Meter have supported the students in the School of Theatre since moving to Wakulla County in 1999. In addition to a great passion for animals and the environment, they enjoy witnessing and supporting the education and success of Theatre students through this endowment and their participation in the Theatre Patrons Association.

Travis Brown
Veronica Kelly
Christian Meola
Ian Sicks

Gil Lazier Scholarship
Dean Emeritus Gil Lazier came to Tallahassee in 1970 to teach in the School of Theatre, became Dean in 1982, and lead the FSU School of Theatre for more than 18 years. This endowed scholarship was established by friends and colleagues to honor his contributions to FSU and the School of Theatre.

Anna Trinci
Dylan Troost
Michael Martin International Theatre Scholarship
Michael T. Martin of New York City and Longboat Key, FL had a long career in sports management, most prominently as the Assistant General Manager of the NY Jets, VP of the World Football League, and owner of his own consulting business, Sportmark. In addition to his love of sports, he shared his time and resources with numerous non-profits, including FSU where his love of the stage translated into this endowed scholarship.

Ryan Carter
Nicholas Richardson
Kariana Sanchez
Karina Willis
Madison Woodward

Brooks and Almena Pettit Presidential Scholarship
Brooks and Almena Pettit joined the Theatre Patrons Association in 1993, soon after moving to Tallahassee. Almena has served as President two times for the Patrons Association, and continues to introduce community members to the School of Theatre and serve as an ambassador and advocate of our students and faculty, and recently joined the College of Fine Arts Dean’s Advisory Board.

Jelysbeth Bobadilla

Angela Musette Russo Memorial Scholarship
FSU School of Theatre alumna Angela Musette Russo lost her battle with cancer at 27. This endowed scholarship serves to honor her career in and love of the stage while supporting the next generation of theatre professionals.

Patrick Alvarez
Jessica Barthle
Madison Minnich

Leon and Jane Howard Schmehl Scholarship
Leon Schmehl established this endowed scholarship in the late 1990’s to honor his wife, Jane Howard. Leon served as an advocate for the performing and visual arts in Ocala, FL until his own passing in 2003.

Melissa Ordeneaux

Steven L. Sears Scholarship
Television writer and producer Steve Sears established this endowed scholarship in 1998. Sears is an FSU alumnus, Seminole sports fan, Grad Made Good and Florida native, but he is perhaps best known in the industry as the writer and co-executive producing the popular series Xena: Warrior Princess.

Zachary Cagan
Cara Clough
Stephanie Escorza
Luke Evans
Erin McNellis

Hazel Sliger Presidential Scholarship
Former FSU President Bernie Sliger established this fund to honor his mother Hazel. It is one of the oldest endowed scholarships in the School of Theatre.

Jennifer Reichert

Patrons Scholarship
Founded in 1970, the Patrons Association was established to support the students, faculty, and staff at the School of Theatre by promoting activities that enrich the School and the cultural life of our community.

Meagan Finlay
Adrienne Hardy
Audrey Hartfield
Briann Hemp
Rachel Hochstein
Tyler Pirrung
Chloe Wilson

Patrons Endowment
London Scholarship

Kelsey Abberger
Kyla Amols
Payton Anderson
Vanessa Contreras
Olivia Crews
Dominique Druckman
Ryan Friedman
Special Thanks to our College Leadership Council
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